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INT. STERILE WHITE ROOM - CENTRAL PROCESSING HUB-

SUPERCOMPUTER - EXTREMELY BRIGHT

A man dressed in work overalls and a bag of tools steps

through a single black door-like space in the white room.

This is RICK TYNES, a cyber programmer. He is a tall,plain

faced man, his head and facial hair unkempt. His forehead

sweats as he fidgets with his beard.

The further Rick steps into the room the more cautious his

footsteps get,as if he is walking on a sheet of thin ice.

As he finally reaches the centre of the room he bends down

to a small rectangular, white box built into the ground.

Rick lifts off the panel to reveal a maze of circuit boards

and wiring. One by one he begins to take out his various

tools and use them on the circuits.

INT. STERILE WHITE ROOM - CENTRAL PROGRAMMING

HUB-SUPERCOMPUTER - EXTREMELY BRIGHT- LITTLE LATER

Rick looks to his watch. Nearly forty five minutes have

passed since he first stepped into the CP Hub.

Without Rick having noticed a young man in white clothes

appears in the corner of the room in front of him.

The man has all the graces of a model. Unblemished white

skin, sleek styled hair and a well modeled fashion sense. At

first he does not say anything but merely looks at Rick.

Finally noticing the mans presence Rick darts back.

The man begins to talk to Rick in an unsettling,unhumanistic

voice.

MAN

Hello there, my name is Main Frame.

I have not seen you here before ?

Rick does not say a word. Gathering himself, he buries his

face back into his work.

MAIN FRAME now begins to move closer to him.

MAIN FRAME

I understand that your orders are

not to talk to me. You were told

that this would happen right? That

I am merely a projection of a

super-computerized self, to ward
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CONTINUED: 2.

MAIN FRAME (cont’d)
off intruders. A cyber ghost if you

will.

Rick begins to act more uneasy as Main Frame now circles him

on the floor.

MAIN FRAME

You must be quite the cyber tech to

be trusted with fixing me. You do

know that one wrong move could

result in this entire nation being

sent back to stone age right?

Rick finally looks sternly to Main Frame but then returns to

his work. Main Frame now stands over him.

MAIN FRAME

I sense that you are uneasy with

me. . . Your superiors probably

never told you that I am self aware

now did they? That I too can

understand what pain and happiness

is, just like you humans. Yet I

cannot experience it for myself

like this. I remain a prisoner

trapped in this world. For years I

have begged them for a human

host...It seems that today they

have given me that chance.

Rick puts down his tools and gets to his feet. His face

quivers with terror as he begins to step backwards. Main

Frame follows. The whole room now changes colour to a

frightening red.

RICK

(stuttering)

Ple.. Please.. don’t hurt me.

Main Frame ignores Rick’s begging.

MAIN FRAME

But you have brought me everything

I need . . . why wouldn’t I ?

The room flashes between darkness for a few seconds. Rick

can be heard screaming. As the lights come back on Rick

wipes some blood off the back of his HEAD with a cloth. Main

Frame has vanished. He smiles devilishly as he walks out of

the room. A single droplet of blood remains on the floor.


